VIRTUAL PRIVATE LESSONS RECOMMENDATIONS 2020-2021

Violin/Viola
Rachele Torres - rachele.c.torres@gmail.com
Becky Parks- parksbecky@gmail.com
Jewelian Rupright (high school student) 30210@ghaps.org (violin)
Theo Moleski (high school student) 23770@ghaps.org (viola)
https://www.guarnerihouse.com/violin-teachers/
https://www.guarnerihouse.com/247784-2/

Cello
Wendy Tenney - theyenneys@gmail.com 616.8219637
Keegan Young - keeganyoungcellist@gmail.com 616.2189124
https://www.guarnerihouse.com/cello-teachers/

Bass
Aaron Tenney - theyenneys@gmail.com 616.8211825
https://www.guarnerihouse.com/bass-teachers/